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Abstract
This thesis consists of one co-authored and two single-authored chapters, which investigate the
modern and historical determinants of student performance and educational inequalities.
The first chapter (and the Job Market Paper) examines the effect on current student performance
of the 19th century Partitions of Poland among Austria, Prussia and Russia. Despite the modern
similarities of the three regions, using a regression discontinuity design I show that student test
scores are 0.61 standard deviation higher on the Austrian side of the former Austrian-Russian
border. On the other hand, I do not find evidence for differences on the Prussian-Russian border.
Using a theoretical model and indirect evidence I argue that the Partitions have persisted
through their impact on social norms toward local schools. Nevertheless, the persistent effect
of Austria is puzzling given the historical similarities of the Austrian and Prussian educational
systems. I argue that the differential legacy of Austria and Prussia originates from the Austrian
Empire’s policy to promote Polish identity in schools and the Prussian Empire’s efforts to
Germanize the Poles through education.
The second chapter is co-authored with Martyna Kobus. It studies the effect of threat of school
competition on performance of public schools. We provide the evidence for the negative effect
of the competition on students’ test scores in public schools. We use the introduction of the
amendment facilitating the creation of autonomous schools in Poland in 2009 as a breakthrough
date in DiD estimation. The specifics of the Polish reform provide for a credible proxy for the
threat of competition, so we can take into account that the size of competition is endogenous to
the market characteristics. For the total sample we find no effect, however, for more competitive
urban educational markets, we report a drop in test scores in public schools following the
introduction of the amendment. This negative effect is robust to the existence of some
competition prior to the amendment and to the size of public schools. It does not result from
the violation of the common trend assumption either. We focus on the short run in which there
is only a limited set of actions available to schools’ principals. We exclude student sorting as a
potential channel.
The third chapter estimates the effect of school competition on sorting within a school (across
classes). The identification strategy is based on a two-stage design of the Polish Comprehensive
Education, which allows to isolate an exogenous change in student mobility. In addition, I use
a novel measure of student socio-economic characteristics - Raven’s Progressive Matrix test
score. The results show that school competition leads to a higher sorting of students within a
school and between schools. I investigate two explanation of the effect on sorting within a
school: the demand for peer quality and the demand for teachers. The data point to the
importance of the former mechanism, i.e. the demand for high quality peers that motivates
school principals to create high tracks within a school.

Chapter 1
“How History Matters for Student Performance. Lessons from the Partitions of Poland”
An intriguing idea in recent economic and historical research is that modern economies are
affected by past institutions even after the institutions have ceased to exist. In the case of
education, historical investments in public goods and property rights institutions have been
shown to affect current educational attainment, provision of schools and literacy levels.
However, we know less about the mechanisms underlying these long-run consequences of
institutions and if and how they depend on social context. In the first chapter, I analyze the
Partitions of Poland (1815-1918) among Austria, Prussia, and Russia as a laboratory to
investigate how history matters for student performance. The existing evidence suggest that the
former borders between the Empires were not drawn to reflect any pre-existing socio-economic,
historical, geographic or ethnic divisions. Today, the the three regions are within Poland, are
ethnically homogeneous and have the same modern educational and legal systems.
Using a two-dimensional regression discontinuity design I compare test-measured performance
of students in municipalities at the two sides of the former border between Austria and Russia.
I show that student test scores on the Austrian side are 0.61 standard deviation higher. On the
other hand, I do not find evidence for differences on the Prussian-Russian border.
There are many potential channels through which the Partitions has affected the current student
performance. I highlight that people living in the former Austrian Empire have inherited
positive social norms toward local schools, which lead to a higher schooling effort and thus
increase the performance of students. I provide three pieces of empirical evidence to support
this channel. At the same time, I show that other channels, in particular skill-biased migrations,
labor market differences, school quality are unlikely to explain my results.
Why social norms differ in the Austrian and Prussian partitions is puzzling given given that the
former was not economically superior over the later and both Empires had almost identical
educational systems and similar provision of public education. I argue that the differential
legacy of Austria and Prussia originates from the different interaction between educational
institutions and Polish identity. While the Prussian state used these institutions mainly to
Germanize Poles (e.g. through the German language of instruction), the Austrian state used
them to support Polish identity (e.g. through the Polish language of instruction). Because of the
historical attitude of the Polish population toward the educational systems, positive social
norms toward education may have been more likely to emerge in the Austrian partition. These
could be then transmitted through generations and still affect student and parental effort. I
provide a suggestive evidence for this hypothesis using the historical data on the 19th century
educational outcomes
Overall, contributions of this study are threefold. Firstly, I show that history matters for student
performance and it accounts for a sizable gap in educational achievements. Secondly, I provide
evidence that history has persisted through its impact on social norms toward local schools.
Finally, I propose a source of persistence based on the interaction between institutions and
identity.

Chapter 2
”The threat of competition and public school performance: evidence from Poland”
with Martyna Kobus
School competition, one of the most important forces driving effectiveness of schools, depends
on school funding, school choice or the structure of education. However, schools are not only
affected by the actual competition, they might also anticipate a threat of competition and try to
prevent it. Similarly, as monopolistic firms, they might want to block entry of new schools in
order to secure their profits. But this might not be beneficial for student performance.
In the second chapter we focus on the impact of the threat of competition from autonomous
schools on public school performance in Poland. As an identification strategy we use the
amendment to the education act introduced in March 2009 which facilitated the creation of
autonomous schools but only for schools that have 71 and less students. Therefore, public
schools located in areas where there is a higher percentage of students who attend schools with
less than 71 students are more exposed to competition. We show that this is indeed strongly
related to actual creations of autonomous schools. Using year 2009 as a breakthrough date in
the Difference-in-Difference estimations we find that the higher competition caused by the
mentioned reform has significant negative impact on the performance of urban public schools.
Urban areas are more competitive educational markets than rural areas, with dense school
network and better parental background. The effect is similar for public schools that are larger
(more than 300 students) and becomes stronger for urban schools that already have an
autonomous school in their neighborhood and may thus be more aware of the consequences of
the reform. We argue that in our case changes in student composition between schools are
unlikely, but also we analyze changes in test scores at the municipality level, which cancels out
the direct effects of sorting between schools. In cities (above 20000 inhabitants) test scores drop
at the aggregate community level.
We focus on the short run consequences of the reform. In the short run, school administrators
are restricted in their options and school’s reputation is not only the function of productivity
and student ability, but also on activities that are visible to parents and attract but are not
necessarily related to productivity. In Poland, teachers enjoy high level of employment security
and they cannot be laid off easily, in particular, not in the short run. Therefore, what remains
available to school principals, is either efficiency changes i.e. incentivizing teachers to work
harder, or boosting their school’s prestige. We find no evidence for increasing teachers’ salaries
or investment in infrastructure in the expenditure dataset. We only find some anecdotal evidence
that principals may resort to deterring the entry of community schools by marketing their
schools to parents.

Chapter 3
“School Competition and Sorting of Students Within a School”
Existing literature shows that school competition might lead to sorting of students between
schools. However, we know less about the effect of school competition on sorting within a
school (across classes). This is surprising given the importance of class assignment and that
student sorting is not neutral for the performance of students and might violate educational
equality of opportunity.
This chapter is a first study to estimate the effect of school competition on sorting within a
school (across classes) and between schools. In order to isolate an exogenous change in student
mobility, which increases school competition, I exploit a two-stage design of the Polish
Comprehensive education. For measuring sorting I use the fraction of the variance of Raven’s
Progressive Matrix test score explained by school or class levels. Raven’s score is a measure of
general intelligence, which is determined by student genetic abilities and socio-economic
background. It is fixed since early childhood, which ensures that the only source of class/school
homogeneity is sorting of students. The results show that school competition leads to more
homogeneous classes and schools.
Next, I focus on the potential mechanisms explaining the effect of school competition on sorting
within a school. One explanation is that high track might be used to attract high-skill or highincome students (the demand for peer quality). A complementary is that it might be also used
to attract high-skilled teachers (the demand for teachers). Using data on school characteristics
I empirically test these two channels. The results point out to the importance of the demand for
peer quality channel.
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